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What is this report about?

The toys and games market experienced a tough couple of years
in 2008 and 2009, with value sales depressed by fierce retail
price inflation among leading players in the market. With the UK
economy heading into recession in late 2008, there was already
widespread discounting taking place and the collapse of high
street giant Woolworths only made matters worse in the lead up
to Christmas, the toy sector’s most crucial trading period. By Q4
2009, prices were showing signs of recovery and the sector was
able to report a much-improved Christmas performance, laying the
foundations for growth during 2010.

What have we found out?

Communicating wish lists using electronic media would help people
to find out more easily what children are interested in or would like
for Christmas or birthday presents. Four in ten toy buyers (39%) find
out what the child wants before buying toys and games.

Retailers need to use the information they have on their customers
purchasing patterns more effectively, and let them know about
special offers on products they are most likely to be interested in
buying. Some 28% of toy buyers make the most of special offers.

The convergence of internet and TV technology will open up big
opportunities for promoting toys and games. Currently three in ten
toy buyers (29%) browse the internet to compare products and prices
and a quarter (24%) look through catalogues before buying.

Bringing toys and games to life in-store can inspire shoppers to
purchase items they might not otherwise have considered buying.
Just under a quarter (24%) of toy buyers would be encouraged to
shop more at a particular store if they were able to test/play with the
toys before buying.

The more a toy retailer can do to guide consumer choice in its stores
the better. A quarter of toy buyers (26%) would be encouraged to
shop more at a particular store by a list of best sellers by age group,
one in five (21%) by an area of gift ideas by price and 17% by a
pocket money area.

The educational element needs to be simply explained to shops for
toys and games and this could be clearly demonstrated by showing
small video clips in stores and on websites. Some 56% of toy buyers
try to buy educational toys.
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